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SMART KWH METER MANUAL
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4.

GEN II ENERGY EFFICIENCY ADVANTAGE PLAN
INSTALL SOFTWARE and HARDWARE
CALIBRATE METER
IOT Remote monitor AND EXCELL log

1. GENII PLAN 2X4 CELING UNITS, power ratings @ 8.0 eps volts
4s’- 8.24 WATTS
5s’- 11.49 WATTS
6s’- 14.88 WATTS
8s’- 20.05 WATTS
10s’- 25.66 WATTS
12s’- 31.08 WATTS
14s’- 37.24 WATTS
16s’- 42.61 WATTS
24s’- 60.74 WATTS
32s’- 79.14 WATTS
Replacing classic tubes with GENII Neolight is an energy savings advantage in the 80% range.
GEN II smart KWH meter records ¼ cycle energy reduction with patented and copyrighted
software. This manual is provided to ensure correct operation of GENII lighting system
2.1. SOFTWARE
A. COPY FILES FROM cd to target pc Documents folder.
B. Copy gen2 m100d folder from cd to documents folder. Pin gen2m100d.exe to task bar.
C. Copy gen2 folder to C: users’ directory,
select properties, security tab, edit permission
for all groups and users. Permissions, check
box to allow; full control, modify, and write. If
this is not correct meter will not initialize or
write log file.
D. Copy gen2 eps tool folder to documents
folder.
E. copy LVRTE2017std_ downloader to
documents folder. Run install LabVIEW
runtime engine.
F.
Copy
NIDAQ1710fo-downloader
to
documents folder and install Daq control panel and drivers. Run NI explorer to import
Configdata.nce. (see page 13)
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G. Restart pc, run Ni update service. Run windows update.
H. Meter starts with windows. Accessories: run applet, enter shell:common startup, paste
gen2m100d shortcut to folder.
I. copy OneDriveSetup to documents folder, run installer.
J. Confirm installation run Gen2meter, an error dialog
box pops up. Connect 6003 USB Daq, NI monitor
program pops up, select dismiss to run meter or select
configure and test to troubleshoot DAQ.

K. Enable restart on power fail feature in PC BIOS.
M. Pull down menu to print meter screens to PDF or local printer.
2.2 Hardware.
1. Connect Hall Effect current sensor to 6003 Daq terminal AI0.
2. Connect ac reference circuit output to Daq terminal AI1.
3. Connect ground to Daq terminal AIGND.

4. Connect EPS and lights, power on.
5. Measure transducer AC voltage, and EPS DC
current with scope or multimeter. This step is
critical. Applying voltage over 5v may
permanently damage DAQ.
6. Ensure AC and EPS is in phase in quarter
cycle.
7. After transducer signals check out, connect
to 6003 DAQ unit.
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8. Start gen2 meter program, Import Configdata.nce configuration file, included in install set.
Examine readout displays are active. Set meter ID number.
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3. Calibrate meter.
A. True RMS meter measure 120vac line voltage, adjust spin box so that EPS Readouts
correspond with Pro accuracy instruments.
B. Turn on eps, measure current with meter, set spin box to match.
C. Connect digital cursor oscilloscope,
measure pulse width and set meter so that
they match.

D. start EPS calculator program, set eps pulse width values to eps on test. Confirm EPS values
set in meter match program readouts. Use spin boxes to final calibration.

4. IOT
a. Install google and install google remote desktop either from disk or google store.
b. Start remote desktop and generate code for person who wants to connect. Connect from
pc or android phone, must have remote desktop app installed. User can access windows and
monitor smart meter, authorized users only.
c. Allow remote connection if asks do you want to continue agree.
d. To end remote connection select end session.
Excel file
a. Select control panel tab and go to log data check box, green light is on when logging.
b. Once log is written deselect.
Excel file contains EPS ON data for version m100d. To view log file open or read it in remote
drive.
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Setup for IOT drives
Google gen2net@hotmail.com pw NEOlight1. Read excel log file.
Hotmail GEN2netinstall@gmail.com pw 238291100. Download install files.
Miscellaneous utilities: Avast antivirus, smart defrag, Spybot 2.4, wise care 360.
GENII SMART KWH METER

Description of control panel calibration settings and buttons.
a. Meter number set to location ID.
b. Eps current cal set hall effect sensor EPS current.
c. AC voltage cal set RMS AC line reference voltage.
d. EPS v calc set to compute eps voltage based on Pulse duration.
e. EPS sample v sets sampled voltage.
f. Lamp out A set EPS current drops below set point lamp is out.
g. Cal/samp allows switching between calculated eps voltage and sampled in watt integral.
h. Stop halts meter.
i. Reset kwh accumulator resets meter to zero.
j. Log enabled writes data to excel file. Saving data led lights when active.
k. Left column contains default settings. Right column auto saved initialization file settings.
Time
Sample GENII log
7/22/2017 09:49:06.099
7/22/2017 09:49:07.363
7/22/2017 09:49:08.895
7/22/2017 09:49:10.393
7/22/2017 09:49:11.686
7/22/2017 09:49:13.066
7/22/2017 09:49:14.353

Meter
no
106
106
106
106
106
106
106

Light
out
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

eps a

Eps v

watt

kwh

1.927516
1.924437
1.88899
1.886465
1.925535
1.925756
1.924956

6.180824
6.130722
6.147163
6.133467
6.164028
6.157853
6.162961

11.91364
11.79819
11.61193
11.57057
11.86905
11.85852
11.86343

0.000061
0.000066
0.000071
0.000075
0.00008
0.000084
0.000088
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GEN II NEOLIGHT TECHNICAL MANUAL
OUTLINE
A. ENERGY EFFICIENCY THEORY, AC, DC.
1. Phasor and conduction angle.
2. Neolight.
B. FIELD INSTALLATIONS.
1. EPS unit, lamp assembly.
2. Lamp assembly and EPS test and checkout.
3. Voltage and light settings.
4. Operating Temperature.
C. GENII smart meter.
1. Meter tabs and NI Explorer.
A1. Phasor and conduction angle review.
EFFECTIVE VALUE OF A SINE WAVE
GENII efficiency is derived from several factors combined to achieve 85% efficiency improvement
when replacing or refitting 4’x2’ celling fixtures. In order to correctly install this system certain
parameters must be observed. EFFICIENCY of DC vs. AC. Emax, Eavg, I max, and Iavg are values used in ac
measurements. Another value used is the EFFECTIVE value of ac This is the value of alternating
voltage or current that will have the same effect on a resistance as a comparable value of direct
voltage or current will have on the same resistance. When current flows in a resistance, heat is
produced. When direct current flows in a resistance, the amount of electrical power converted into
heat equals I2R watts. However, since an alternating current having a maximum value of 1 ampere
does not maintain a constant value, the alternating current will not produce as much heat in the
resistance as will a direct current of 1 ampere.
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GENII optimizes Heating effect of DC producing efficient
light.
Examine views A and B and notice that the heat (70.7° C)
produced by 1 ampere of alternating current (that is, an
ac with a maximum value of 1 ampere) is only 70.7
percent of the heat (100° C) produced by 1 ampere of
direct current. Therefore, for effective value of ac (I eff) =
0.707 X Imax.
The rate at which heat is produced in a resistance forms
a convenient basis for establishing an effective value of alternating current, and is known as the
"heating effect" method. An alternating current is said to have an effective value of one ampere
when it produces heat in a given resistance at the same rate as does one ampere of direct current.
For this reason, the effective value is often called the "root-mean-square" (rms) value. Since
alternating current is caused by an alternating voltage, the ratio of the effective value of voltage to
the maximum value of voltage is the same as the ratio of the effective value of current to the
maximum value of current. As EPS is a DC voltage the instantaneous voltage is V squared. Light
output ratio is the quantum effect, exceeding the input for 13.5 Ms. Efficiency is further improved
by this ratio. When an alternating current or voltage value is specified the value is an effective value
unless there is a true RMS meter.
Figure shows the relationship between the various values used to indicate sine-wave amplitude.
Various values used to indicate sine-wave amplitude. The
peak voltage is relevant to the Eps peak voltage and are
phase locked. Eps circuit rectifies AC to half wave DC. This is
controlled so that conduction delay angle is frozen at the
optimum voltage for the fixture. As the conduction is
controlled past 90 degrees, and is known as ¼ cycle power.
EPS outputs a low voltage between 8-9 VDC. One must be
aware that the perk voltage is much higher. Average Lamp
life is extended to 3K hours. Large efficiency gains are
possible when these efficiency measures are combined as is
the GENII R-CYCLE method.
Collective Electrodynamics offers an explanation to the high peak voltage and the light emission
momentum. The initial peak voltage is transferring a quantum of energy into the filaments matrix.
As the rate of energy loss is proportional to the square of the amplitude, and, that the R cycle
amplitude is proportionally greater for a 25-ohm resistance than the AC peak is for an 250-ohm
resistance, the radiation of photons, or the loss of energy, is equivalent for the time period until the
filament decay constant reaches base state. This suggests the cycle is radiating more light by a factor
of 10. This also suggests a collapsing field condenses muons on the Matrix. Muon pairs emit 10x
more photons equivalent to the increase over standard in photon emission.
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Compound conjugate math

EPS voltage is DC, more efficient at heating a resistor, such as Neolight lamp. R cycle pulse width
is considerably shorter duration than conventional energy systems. Eps pulse is around 2ms @
130 degrees conduction. Improves flicker fusion to 60 fps, resulting in high definition high
quantity light. Fast energy transfer attenuates thermal output (infrared) conserving energy.
Phasor diagram. EPS conduction angle is frozen at 130 deg.
3. Voltage and Current sampling. EPS voltage
and current is sampled with a National inst
6003 Daq. This device converts analog sensor
output to digital data used in the Gen2 meter
program.

A2. NEOLIGHT
Operating characteristics of a Rosenberg cycle light @ 158 lumens per watt.
Based upon Quantum theory the lamp is considered to operate in a quantum state. This means
the metal matrix is not actually heated to the point of incandescing continuously. The matrix is
rapidly excited in a short time 60 times per second. Electro dynamic momentum explains the
distinction between the electric and photonic events. Electrodynamic ratio during which the
photons are emitted disconnects electric and light. A quantum interaction known as
“discontinuous in its nature”. The filament photon output continues after power duration ends.
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The electrodydnamic momentum ratio of the Rosenberg cycle is 1:8. a 2.5ms electronic input
results in a photon output for 16ms. This differential represents a true quantum device, distinct
from classic forms of illumination.
¼ cycle DC analyzer panel
Graphic relationship between
EPS wave and Photon output
wave. Lower right and left
bottom windows.

Excitation curve best match
R cycle light emissions. (D.
Bohm.)

B. Field installation. APS Micro Grid supplied for installation consists of a EPS circuit board and
Lamps. PC board units are rated at 10 EPS Amperes maximum @ 30deg. c To 60deg. c. The
recommended Micro Grid voltage is 8-8.5 EPS VDC. System lamps are rated 24 volts.
1. EPS unit, lamp assembly.
Micro Grid PC board is installed by splice into local wiring. HOT side of PC board is 120vac. Return
voltage is EPS, routed to lamp. Lamp return wire is connected to Ground. Multiple lamps are
wired in a PARALLEL circuit. When at 8.0 volts the lamp life has been measured at 10,000 hours.
2. EPS Lamp assembly test and checkout.
AC off. Splice EPS into Hot side (black).
Terminal 1 is connected to 120 VAC hot side.
Terminal 2 connects 24v lamps. Terminal 3
connects lamp return to Ground. First time
applying AC to EPS and lamps, a standard 60watt lamp is used as a check. The lamp filament
should glow slightly. If lamp is bright, check
circuitry, and do not go on to installing system lamps until over voltage condition is corrected.
Voltage cant be adjusted onboard potentiometer. Digital meter set to Direct Voltage, is
connected ACROSS lamp to ground. Power up EPS and visually confirm a 60w lamp’s light output
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is very low. Set EPS voltage (R3) 8 volts. Standard lamps are replaced with Neolight lamps.
Confirm light output is as expected. Install or change out remaining lamps. Occasional increase
or decrease in system brightness when operating is normal, and corresponds to changes in the
line voltage delivered by the local power company.
Warning. Do not connect any inductive devices or consumer products to EPS. Only use
approved GENII lamps.
Lamp driver board scope checkout.

3. POWER UP. Checkout EPS Voltage and light settings.
120VAC RMS and PEAK AC Volts is measured at Terminal 1 and ground. EPS voltage is measured
on DC 20v scale between ground and Terminal 2. EPS current is measured in circuit between EPS
low voltage Thyristor output and lamps.
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Neolight EPS calculator software is
provided
to
ensure
all
field
measurements and computer modeled
calculations match. Neolight meter
software compute EPS variables. A
digital cursor scope with cursor
measurement is also used to precisely
determine Pulse width measurement in
Milliseconds. Input and other settings
required to confirm the GENII system is
operating within specifications are
selected with tabs. Calibration spin
boxes are found in the GENII meter
settings tab.

EPS Watt formula.
(Epeak / 2 * (1+ cosine α) combined with P = E2/R) True Power of 60 HZ DC into a given
resistance is solved below. P = [Epeak/2 * (1+ cos. α)]2
R
[169/2 * (1+ cos. 135)]2 = 61.93 = 5.37 watts
11.52
11.52
Correct phasing of AC and EPS.
This is required for accurate
measurement of multiple EPS units
in a micro grid branch circuit.
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4. Operating temp.
Keeping with minimal cost most EPS
units do not have cooling fans.
Heatsinks and ambient temperature are
important to observe that units are kept
below 60deg. C. to prevent output
voltage increase that may reduce lamp
life. Initial setting is .25 volts below
target operating voltage.

C. GENII smart KWH meter.
USB connection. Smart meter displays all the system variables and readouts in a tabbed format.
Windows 10 platform.
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NI explorer is used to configure
6003. Test features real time
display of input data. Import
Configdata.nce configuration file,
included in install set. If USB 6003
fails to connect or error message,
use this program to trouble
shoot.

EPS calculator.exe has three
functions.
1.
Compute EPS voltage
based on pulse width.
2.
Calculate AC power
based on load current.
3.
Estimate cost
differential for both type of
power.
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